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Abstract

This paper argues for the existence of certain instances of categorical properties in non-physical qualia. There are two types of properties: dispositional properties and categorical properties. Dispositional properties are such that they derive their identity from their relationships to other dispositional properties. Conversely, categorical properties have an identity that exists outside of their relationship to other properties and do not depend on the existence of other properties to derive their identity. The dispositional monist theory claims that all properties are dispositional. In this paper, I present the dispositional monist theory by explaining an account given by Alexander Bird in his paper “The Regress of Pure Powers?”. Then, I present the primary problem with dispositional monism: that it would result in a regress and the identities of dispositional properties disappear and become purely structural. To solve this problem, I give an account using the work of Simon Blackburn from his paper “Filling in Space” and Frank Jackson from his paper “Epiphenomenal Qualia” to argue that qualia are an instance of categorical properties that put an end to the regress and allow all properties to have identity.
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Introduction

There are properties. For example, gasoline has the property of being flammable. One theory is that all properties are purely structural.¹ This means that all properties are constructed in a way where their identities depend on their relationships to other properties, this theory is also called dispositional monism.² Thus, for the case of gasoline, its property of being flammable depends on the property that this thing called fire has, namely, the property of being fire, since to be flammable is to catch fire when exposed to fire. In this paper, I will argue that if properties are purely structural—or dispositional monism is true—this would eliminate the existence of their identities, because of a regress. I will claim that in order to solve the problem of the regress, we must prove the existence of a certain type of property that does not derive its identity from its relationships to other properties, or a categorical property. I will finally argue that qualia—things such as the itchiness of an itch, the smell of a rose, or the experience of seeing a color—are examples of such categorical properties and solve the problem of a regress.³

In my first chapter, I will first use the work of Alexander Bird to explain dispositional monism. While Bird offers his own response to the regress problem that he believes saves dispositional monism, I will instead present a view that allows for both dispositional and categorical properties. The second chapter will then reveal the problems of dispositional monism, namely that including that it would result in a regress and lead to no properties having any identity.⁴ In the third chapter, I will consider Simon Blackburn’s argument that science can only find dispositional properties all the way down, necessitating the introduction

² Bird, 517.
⁴ Bird, 524.
of something called a categorical property. In the fourth chapter, I will draw from Frank
Jackson’s argument for the existence of non-physical qualia to argue that they are an example
of a type of property that is non-dispositional. Finally, I will use this explanation of qualia
being an instance of a type of categorical property to argue that they pose a solution to the
regress problem posed in the second chapter, and show that dispositional monism cannot be
ture, and categorical properties do exist.

---

https://doi.org/10.1093/analys/50.2.62, 63.
Chapter 1: Dispositional Monism and Reasons to Favor It

This chapter will explain what dispositional monism is and explain some initial reasons that seem to support it. To do this, I will first define and explain dispositional monism. Then, I will present Alexander Bird’s argument for why we should accept it, and a scientific argument for why we should accept it.

The central claim behind dispositional monism is that all properties have structural identities. In that sense, all properties depend, for their identities, on other properties. Therefore, all properties are structural–or relational. For example, say we are trying to understand what it is to be negatively charged. Well, part of what it is to be negatively charged is to attract positively charged object. But, then, we cannot understand what it is to be negatively charged without also understanding what it is to be positively charged. Now, strictly speaking, this is a way of putting the point in terms of how we understand things, but the real point here is that the property of being negatively charged depends on the property of being positively charged. This is an epistemological way to state the thesis of dispositional monism. In the future, I will sometimes make related points by referring to understanding–or using the epistemological formulation–but I will also bring the point back to the metaphysical formulation upon which this theory depends. Just because we understand something as being a certain way, does not mean it necessarily must be that way, but for the purposes of explaining this material, framing it through understanding will be helpful. Thus, we can see how dispositional monists understand properties as being structural or relational to one another.

---

6 Bird, 514.  
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In explaining dispositional monism, Bird takes his explanation a step further to claim that all properties are structural or relational in the sense that the structure of all of their identities is similar in that they are built of a stimulus and manifestation; in this respect, we can move from calling properties structural or relational to calling them dispositional.11 Thus, properties that are structural or relational and their identities are structured such that they have a stimulus and manifestation are called dispositional properties.12 A property that does not have a structural or relational and dispositional identity would consequently not fit into this framework. Such a property is considered a *categorical property*, and does not depend on other properties for its identity.13 The dispositional monist argues that there are no categorical properties, and all properties are dispositional.14

Let us now examine an example that illustrates dispositional properties. Once again, consider a particle that has the property of being negatively charged.15 The stimulus for the property of being negatively charged would be that there is a positively charged particle somewhere nearby. The manifestation for the property of being negatively charged would be the positively charged particle moving towards the negatively charged particle. Together, the stimulus and manifestation makeup the *identity* of the property of being negatively charged, making it a dispositional property.16 According to dispositional monism, we could apply such a framework on all properties.17 Thus, dispositional monists claim that all properties are structural and relational— they all depend on other properties as demonstrated by the first example—and that they are dispositional in that their identity is structured in their having a stimulus and manifestation—as demonstrated by the second example.18

11 Bird, 514.
12 Bird, 514.
13 Bird, 514.
14 Bird, 515.
15 Bird, 514.
16 Bird, 514.
17 Bird, 515.
18 Bird, 514.
To better illustrate the identity of a property under a dispositional monist view, I will consider a property $P$ and demonstrate its identity through a diagram. $P$’s identity is its relationship to other properties through its stimulus $S$ and manifestation $M$.\(^{19}\) Consider the following diagram:

![Diagram](image)

As seen above, $x$ represents something that has a property $P$ which is brought about by stimulus $S$, and results in some $y$ through manifestation $M$. But $x$ and $y$ also have their own properties which respectively have their own stimuli and manifestations. Let us use this diagram to understand another example in order to better understand this concept. Suppose $x$ is salt that has the property $P$ of being water-soluble. For something to be water-soluble is for it to be such that, when in water, that thing dissolves. Thus, the identity of the property of being water-soluble is dependent on the property that a certain liquid has of *being* water. To further explain this concept, imagine there are two properties, $P$ and $Q$. $P$ is the property of water-solubility and $Q$ is the property of acid-solubility. What makes $P$ and $Q$ different is that $P$ depends on the liquid we are considering to have the property of being water, whereas $Q$ depends on the liquid in question to have the property of being acid. Thus, one could not know what $P$ is without knowing what water is, and likewise, one could not know what $Q$ is without knowing what acid is. Since $P$ and $Q$ are different properties and depend on different things, the relationship that $P$ has to the property water has of being water is essential to its identity. Therefore, we can establish that the property of being water-soluble is structural or relational, and we do this by claiming that the property $P$ of being water-soluble is dependent

\(^{19}\) Bird, 514.
on water’s property \( P \), of being water. The stimulus for \( x \)’s property \( P \) of being water-soluble is putting \( x \)–salt– in water. The manifestation is then that for \( x \) to be \( P \) (water-soluble) is the salt dissolving in water. This results in \( y \), dissolved salt. Then, once we see how salts property \( P \) of being water-soluble is dependent on the property some liquid has of being water, which we called \( P \), we can then build out the tree to understand \( P \)’s identity through its \( S \), and \( M \). This is the basic structure of dispositional monism.

In order to further give a case for why we might choose to favor dispositional monism before I reject it in later chapters, I will give another view explaining its appealing qualities. On a dispositional monist view, the structural or relational nature of properties offers some appealing explanation for why our world is the way it is. As we well know, our world functions the way that it does because of certain laws that govern the universe. For example, the law of gravity decrees that when we throw and object in the air, it will fall back down. Or, when you put liquid water in a temperature at or below 32 degrees Fahrenheit, it will freeze and turn solid. Therefore, in terms of properties, the law of gravity comes to be because of things having the property of falling when we throw them in the air because there is a gravitational force acting upon them.\(^{20}\) Consider also the law that liquids take the shape of the container that they are poured into; this is a law of the universe. But we only consider this a law because it is the structural identity of the property of being liquid that allows it to behave in the same way every time. First, we can identify the structural or relational nature of the property; it depends on other things having the property of being solid. Then, we can further characterize the dispositional identity of the property of being liquid: the stimulus is pouring it into the solid container, and the manifestation is it taking the shape of the container it is poured into. One could argue that through the dispositional identities of properties, we can

\(^{20}\) Bird, 515.
have a *causal* understanding of the world around us.\textsuperscript{21} We know every property to have a distinct cause (or stimulus) that leads to a certain result (or manifestation) that builds our understanding of what the identity of that property is.\textsuperscript{22} Let us return to consider a comparison to categorical properties; a categorical property might have a certain disposition in our world where we could see it having a stimulus and manifestation, but its disposition depends on the laws of nature, where in another world, those laws of nature might be different and cause the property to have a different stimulus and manifestation, effectively changing the causal relationship of the property to its identity.\textsuperscript{23} For example, consider metal’s property of being malleable. Its stimulus is hitting it with a hammer, and its manifestation is denting the metal. In the sense of malleability being a structural or relational property, its being property of being malleable depends on the hammer’s property of being solid and harder than the metal. The relationships between these properties—which is the same things as the identities of the properties—is what makes our world do what it does. For, consider a world where the laws of nature dictate that the stimulus is hitting metal with a hammer, but the manifestation is the metal crumbling like a cookie once you hit it, then the identity of the property of being malleable would be changed because malleable would mean crumbling.\textsuperscript{24} This seems impossible because it requires altering the causal nature of the property of being malleable, and the relationship between the property of being malleable and the property of the hammer being hard would also be affected.

If dispositional monism were not true, the we would need more than just properties to make our world do what it does. One alternative might be that there is a God. It is God who created the laws and the laws make our world do what it does. Without God and God’s laws, nothing would do anything. For example, had God not created the law of gravity, if we threw

\textsuperscript{21} Bird, 515.
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\textsuperscript{23} Bird, 515.
\textsuperscript{24} Bird, 515.
a ball in the air, it would float up endlessly. Another possibility might be the same as above, but there is no God. There are still these laws that govern the universe, but we just do not think of them as being made by God. But they still do the same thing as if they were created by God, they stand outside the rest of the world and make it do what it does. Why can we not assume that this is the case of how our world works? There is a clear drawback to this story which is the question of where these laws come from. They could depend on categorical grounds.  

A property might have a dispositional identity, but only because it depends on some categorical grounds. If this were the case, then we could see a possible world where when you hit a piece of sheet metal with a hammer, the metal crumbled like a cookie as opposed to denting. But there is one overwhelming piece of the argument that dispositional monists might cling to in order to save their theory: it is the principle of Occam’s Razor. This theory essentially claims that the simplest theory is the best theory, and we should be inclined to accept it. The simpler theory in this case definitely seems to be that all properties are structural and relational, and thus dispositional, and therefore their relationships to one another make our world do what it does. To add categorical grounds or the necessity of a God into the theory would only further complicate it, and take us farther from the better and simpler solution.

In the next section, I will consider the primary objection to the dispositional monism theory, namely, that it will result in a regress or a vicious circle, and lead properties to not having any identity at all.

25 Bird, 514.
26 Bird, 514.
27 Bird, 514.
29 The Editors of Encyclopædia Britannica.
Chapter 2: Refining the Best Regress Argument Against Dispositional Monism

This chapter points out the primary concerns with the dispositional monism theory, namely, that it would result in a regress or a vicious circle. To explain this problem, I will show how a regress would result if all properties had a structure that gave them their identities. Then, I will show that a regress would mean that the relationships between all properties would be purely structural, and properties would not be able to have any determinate identities. 30

We know that dispositional monism claims that every property has a structure, and that the structure is how every property has its identity that consists of a stimulus and manifestation. 31 But, based on what we know of dispositional monism, for every property to have a structure, it must depend on other properties and them all having a structure as well. For example, when we consider the property of salt being water-soluble, it depends on the property that a certain liquid has of being water. But, if all properties are structural and dependent on one another in this sense, there are two problematic consequences that can arise. These problems are called a regress and they take on two different forms: a circular regress and an infinite regress. 32 A regress results when a series of events repeats itself or circles back on itself until it becomes useless. 33 In this case, the regress for structural properties occurs when properties all depend on each other to the point where no property can have any identity and they become purely structure. 34

I will begin by explaining how a circular regress is a problem for dispositional monism. Consider a case of the negatively charged ion, the ion has the property P of being

30 Bird, 517.
31 Bird, 514.
32 Bird, 516.
33 Bird, 523.
34 Bird, 523.
negatively charged. The property of being negatively charged has the stimulus of a positively charged ion approaching the negatively charged ion. The manifestation is then that the negatively charged ion repels from the positively charged ion. As I explained in the first chapter, the property of being negatively charged depends on the property of something else being positively charged, therefore the property is relational and structural, and its identity depends on another property. Then the same structure can then be applied to the positively charged ion for its identity of being positively charged. Clearly, one identity cannot exist without its relationship to the other, and neither has its own determinate identity when they must depend on one another. Another way to understand this issue is to think about it in plain English. What does the term ‘negative charge’ mean? “It may be essential to the property of being negatively charged that any object that is negatively charged attracts objects that are positively charged.” Further, what does the term ‘positive charge’ mean? It means that it is essential for something having the property of being positively charged to attract objects which are negatively charged. This means that the property $P$ of being negatively charged cannot be fixed or determinate in its identity because its identity only exists insofar as it relates to other properties and their identities.

There is a clearer way to understand this concept through diagrams to show that identities of properties will disappear due to a circular regress under dispositional monism. I will the use model for diagrams that Graham Priest uses in his paper, “Net of Indra”, where he argues for the interconnectedness of all things. In this case, I will just use his structure to discuss properties.

---

35 Bird, 514.
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Consider this first case where we illustrate that the property of being negatively charged and the property of being positively charged depend on each other. We see that the property of being negatively charged gives meaning or identity to the property of being positively charged and vice versa.

Now, consider what would happen if we took the property of negative charged out of the picture, and replaced it with an empty circle to signify that it was nothing independently of its relation to the property of positive charge.42 We are still left with positive charged giving identity to the empty circle that was once the property of negative charge.43

But we know that our diagram is not complete, as the same is true of positive charge; its identity depends on the property of negative charge. Therefore, we must draw another arrow

---

43 Priest, 118.
from the empty circle towards the property of positive charge to signify that the nothing gives identity to positive charge. But, once we draw this arrow, we end up in a situation where nothing is giving identity to the property, or the identity of positive charge is dependent on nothing, so we can complete our diagram below:

![Diagram](image)

The consequence as illustrated above is that since nothing is giving identity to positive charge, the property of positive charge itself becomes nothing. Thus, we find ourselves in a circular regress where properties have no identities and are purely structural, which is clearly problematic for dispositional monism, since it argues that all properties must have identities that must be structural and dispositional.

What results is a sort of circle where properties must depend on one another to derive their identity. But, if all properties must depend on one another to have identity, this results in a circular regress. And, by definition of a regress, the result is that no property can have any identity because the only determinate identity of a property would be its dependence on another property. Therefore, the properties of being positively and negatively charged have no identity and are purely structural in their relationship to one another. Why would a vicious circle be a problem for dispositional monism? As we stated earlier, the fundamental
claim underlying dispositional monism is every property has a structure that has a relationship to other properties, and this leads to a case where every property has an identity that consists of a stimulus and manifestation. The regress problem attacks this fundamental claim because if properties no longer have identities due to a regress, then they would be purely structural and have no identities. This then prompts the further question of why lack of identity is a problem for dispositional monism. Another claim that we discovered earlier is that, according to dispositional monism, it is the identities of properties that create the laws of nature that govern our world. But, even if properties do not have determine identities because of the regress problem, there are still clearly laws the govern our world. Thus, these laws must have a different sort of explanation: they must either give identity to properties or they must come from a different kind of property that does have a determinate identity but is not structural. I will argue for the latter claim in the following chapter. But we can still conclude that a vicious circle type of regress causes a significant problem for the existence of determinate identities of properties in dispositional monism.

The other kind of regress that causes a problem for disposition monism is an infinite regress. In the case of an infinite regress, we could imagine that from each branch of the tree illustrated in the previous chapter above, comes an infinite amount of identically structured branches. For the identity of a property $P$ to exist, it must have an $S$ and an $M$. But we know that $S$ and $M$ result from an $x$ and result in a $y$. Then, these $x$’s and $y$’s have their own properties which then have their own identities. If you were to take away a label as we did in the diagram above from any branch of the tree below, we could see continuing this pattern with infinite properties, until you reached a point where no property had any determinate

---

48 Bird, 514.
49 Bird, 525.
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identity because their relationships would be purely structural and dependent on the property that came before it in the tree.\textsuperscript{51} Consider the following diagram to illustrate this concept:

As we can see from the above diagram, if all properties have dispositional identities, we can find infinite properties stemming back from their relationships to one another.\textsuperscript{52} But, if we were to replace any one of those properties with an empty circle (or take away its label), then all of the properties that depended on it would lose their identities and we would be left with a tree of empty circles and only structures of properties with no identities.\textsuperscript{53}

Through these regress objections we can conclude that if dispositional monism is true, properties could not have any determinate identity because their identity will always point to another property with its own identity that points to another property and so on. What then occurs is a relationship between all properties that is purely structural. When all properties rely on one another, what we are left with is a system of properties connected to one another, but their identities have no meaning besides representing the relationship from one property to another.

\textsuperscript{51} Bird, 525.
\textsuperscript{52} Bird, 525.
\textsuperscript{53} Priest, 119.
To reiterate the steps of the argument so far: for a dispositional property $P$, its structure comes from its relationship to other properties, from which it derives its identity which is made up of a stimulus and manifestation. But, if all properties were dispositional, then we would end up with a regress because we would either constantly be going backwards to find stimuli and manifestations for properties and their properties, or end up in a vicious circle. Since the identities of dispositional properties are relational, if we found ourselves in either an infinite regress or a vicious circle, then the identities of properties would not point to anything and the relationships between properties could be reduced to purely structure. But, as we established earlier, it is not the case that properties do not have identifiable identities. For example, we can identify salt’s property of being water-soluble because when we drop salt in water, it dissolves, and we can identify its stimulus and manifestation. Therefore, if all properties being dispositional leads to a regress where the relationships between properties are purely structural, but we can identify the identity of at least some properties, then it cannot be the case that all properties are dispositional.

In the next chapter, I will argue, using the work of Simon Blackburn, that science only finds dispositional properties all the way down. By arguing this, in the following chapter, I begin to build an argument for the existence of categorical properties which exist and are not found through science, and how they might resolve the problems presented by the regress that would result from dispositional monism.

---

54 Bird, 514.
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Chapter 3: Science and Dispositional Properties

After learning the problems with dispositional monism evidenced by the regress problem, our next task is to find a solution that makes the existence of the identities of properties salvageable. In order to do this, we must argue for the existence of a different sort of property that is not structural, also known as a categorical property. But even before we can argue for categorical properties, I must first establish that science can only find dispositional properties all the way down.57 After establishing this, in a following chapter, I can argue that there is a type of property that is not found through science which makes it a categorical property. Therefore, in this chapter, I will give argument inspired by an account given by Simon Blackburn for why science finds dispositional properties all the way down.58

We have established something that Blackburn also claims, which is that a dispositional property is a sort of property such that its identity depends on its relationship to some other property or properties.59 This being said, a categorical property is the opposite: it is a property that can have an identity without needing a relationship to something else, or in other words, have a non-structural or non-relational identity.60 Blackburn considers the argument that there might be categorical properties underlying dispositional properties that allows them to have identities and not just be purely structural and solves the regress problem.61

The central aspect of Blackburn’s argument that I will consider is that through science, we find that such categorical grounds through the study of physics and just deeper and more refined scientific study, concluding that these are not are not, in fact, categorical at

---

57 Blackburn, 63.
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all, but also dispositional.\textsuperscript{62} So, in the words of Blackburn, “science finds only dispositional properties, all the way down”.\textsuperscript{63} Our primary way of learning anything about the world around us is through science. We learn about the world through a study of how external objects—which refer to anything around us including humans, animals, things like balls or cups, atoms, other planets, and essentially everything else in our world that has some kind of physical presence. Further, we can define physical as anything that is spatially existing. Therefore, something need not be observable for it to be physical, for, we cannot observe individual atoms, but we know that they have a physical presence. Presumably, everything physical in the world interacts with other things, and we understand those things based on how they interact with everything else. For example, I can know the physical properties of a ball because I can see how it interacts with other physical things around it. From this scientific and physical understanding of the world, we understand the properties of different objects.\textsuperscript{64} Categorical properties, on the other hand, are not physical because their existence does not depend on the external objects whose interactions with one another give them identity. It is possible, and likely, that categorical properties have effects on physical external objects. But a facet that is essential to dispositional properties is that their identities come from their relationships to other properties, and these relationships only emerge in scientific study when we see physical objects that possess these properties interacting with one another. Categorical properties cannot be learned about or understood through scientific study because they do not have a physical presence, and science can only learn about those things which have a physical presence.\textsuperscript{65}

\textsuperscript{62} Blackburn, 63.
\textsuperscript{63} Blackburn, 63.
\textsuperscript{64} Jackson, 127.
\textsuperscript{65} James Kreines, “Blackburn on Filling in Space,” Handout given in Modern Metaphysics class (Department of Philosophy at Claremont McKenna College, November 11 2020).
Therefore, we must not understand dispositional properties as needing to rely on categorical grounds, but instead, we should think about the existence of other categorical properties that might also have relationships with dispositional properties even though their existence is not dependent on their relationships to dispositional properties. For, it still seems plausible that if something has a certain dispositional property, we might ask *why* it has that property, and this question cannot be answered with another dispositional property. Thus, we need a categorical property to explain why that dispositional property is there. But, if science can only discover dispositional properties, then we need some other way to discover or prove the existence of categorical properties.\(^{66}\) Blackburn also makes the argument that dispositional properties cannot have categorical grounds underlying them.\(^ {67}\) So, where do we find categorical properties that can solve our regress problem? We must find categorical properties that belong to those external objects that we know only to have dispositional properties. In other words, we need things that have phenomenal, or ‘what it’s like’ type properties called qualia.\(^ {68}\) I will explain such properties in the following chapter.

\(^{66}\) Blackburn, 63.
\(^{67}\) Blackburn, 63.
\(^{68}\) Jackson, 127.
Chapter 4: A Case for Non-Physical Qualia

In this chapter, I will explain what qualia are, as they present a possible Blackburn-inspired solution to the regress problem with dispositional monism. In order to do this, I will use the work of Frank Jackson’s essay “Epiphenomenal Qualia” to define and explain qualia, and then give an argument for why they are non-physical and cannot be discovered or understood as dispositional as we do through scientific study. In the following chapter, I will explain how they are instances of categorical properties and reject dispositional monism.

In the previous chapter, I explained scientific study finds dispositional properties all the way down. I also argued that all properties found through scientific study are physical, and thus all dispositional properties are physical. Further, one might make the claim that science is our only way of obtaining concrete, useful, or even any information about the world we live in. Thus, combined with the claims of dispositional monism that the only kind of properties that exist are dispositional properties, it leads to the conclusion that science only finds dispositional properties and all dispositional properties are physical. But I will argue that there is another way to know of properties that exist in our world that are non-physical and are not found through scientific study. Therefore, these properties are non-dispositional and must be categorical.

Consider the property someone has of being in pain. We can make a case that pain is a structural property and further that it also has a dispositional identity. What does it mean for someone to have the property of being in pain? It means that when we do something that causes us pain, we experience certain painful sensations. For example, when I touch a

---

69 Jackson, 127.
70 Blackburn, 63.
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hot stove, it burns my hand and I feel a sensation of pain, leading me to quickly pull my hand away. We might then say that that feeling of pain comes from the property that the stove has of being hot. Thus, the property that the experience of touching the stove causes us of being in pain depends on the property that the stove has of being hot. We can also identify the stimulus and manifestation of this property; the stimulus is touching the stove and the manifestation is pulling my hand away. This series of events seems like a purely physical series. The feelings of pain I experience that lead me to pull my hand away from the stove come from the physical neurological events that occur in my brain including the firing of certain neurons that tell my muscles to contract and pull my hand away. But, consider Tom. Tom was born with a shocking and rare condition where he has no feeling anywhere in his body, and does not know what it feels like to touch anything. But, nonetheless, Tom still has access to all of his other senses. Tom is a brilliant scientist who studies pain. He has access to all of the proper technology that allows him, in his condition, to learn all of the physical information there is to know about pain. He knows the neurons that fire when someone touches a hot stove and consequently the chemical reactions that occur in someone’s brain that cause them to pull their hand away or yelp in pain. He even knows all of the physical information there is about different touch sensations and how they compare to the sensation of pain. Overall, Tom knows all of the physical information there is about pain. Then, suppose that by some miracle, Tom is cured of his condition and regains all sensations of touch, including pain. Tom then accidentally touches a hot stove and feels a sensation of pain.

---

73 Sophie Gitlin, Emma Kresch, and Dustin Locke, “Retelling of Frank Jackson’s ‘Epiphenomenal Qualia’ (1982),” paper written for Philosophy Unlocked research project (Gould Center for Humanistic Studies, Claremont McKenna College May 17 2021).
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80 Jackson, 130.
pain. Presumably, Tom has learned something new, namely, what it’s like to feel pain.\textsuperscript{81} Tom already knew all of the physical information, so what is it that he learned?\textsuperscript{82} He learned about the \textit{qualia} or singular \textit{quale} of pain.\textsuperscript{83} Qualia refer to these what it’s like type of experiences or sensations like what it’s like to smell a rose, or the itchiness of an itch, or the sourness of a lemon.\textsuperscript{84} These experiences are non-physical since, like Tom, one could know all of the physical information there is about the sensation of pain, but still learn something new when experiencing it for oneself.\textsuperscript{85}

Thus, what effect does this example have on what we know of dispositional monism? We concluded that the property something has of being painful has a structural or dispositional side because its identity depends on its relationship to other properties, like the property of being hot, and it has stimulus and manifestation conditions.\textsuperscript{86} We also know that science finds all dispositional properties all the way down, and we learn about dispositional properties through scientific study.\textsuperscript{87} But we also found out that there is an aspect to the property of pain that we cannot find through science, namely, what it’s like to feel pain, or the quale aspect of pain.\textsuperscript{88} Further, we can argue that this aspect of pain is not structural. While the identity of the dispositional side of the property of pain depends on the stove being hot, what it's like to feel pain, or what I will begin to call the categorical aspect of what it's like to feel pain, does not depend on the hotness of the stove. For, our understanding of what it’s like to feel pain is not dependent on the property a stove has of being hot. It is a different side to the property of pain that does not have a structural identity, since the structural aspect of pain has already been accounted for. There is no way that we can know what it’s like to
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feel pain outside of actually feeling pain, we need no other properties to understand the
identity of this side of the property of pain besides the property of pain itself.
Chapter 5: Qualia to the Rescue

In this chapter, I will offer a concluding argument as to how the categorical side of certain properties, namely qualia, offers a solution to the problems posed by the regress. Further, I conclude that the existence of such categorical properties disproves dispositional monism and gives evidence of properties that are categorical. What we are left with is a better alternative to dispositional monism without necessitating the existence of some God or larger categorical grounds that dictate the laws of our world.

The first question that I seek to answer is how does the existence of categorical properties solve the regress problem? To answer this, I would like to mirror a diagram that I presented in my second chapter that showed how a circular regress led to the loss of identities in purely structural dispositional properties.\(^8\) Consider the property that someone might have due to lack of sleep of being tired. We can ask, what does it mean for someone to be tired? It means that person has the urge to go to sleep because they have been awake for so long. If someone were sleeping, they would not know what it is to be tired, therefore, the property of being tired depends on the property that person has of being awake. Further, we can identify stimulus and manifestation conditions for this property: the stimulus would be that person’s lack of sleep, and the manifestation would be that person exhibiting tired behavior such as yawning or having bags under their eyes. Consider the following diagram to illustrate the structural identity of the property:

---

\(^8\) Priest, 119.
But based on what was argued before with Tom the pain scientist, we can argue for the existence of a non-physical aspect to the property of being tired, because if one knew all of the physical information about what it was to be tired having never felt tired in their lives, once someone was actually tired for the first time, they would learn something new: what it’s like to be tired. Therefore, the property of tiredness has an additional, non-dispositional, but categorical aspect that gives it identity. The property of being tired that we have depends on the property of being awake, but the aspect of what it’s like to be tired does not depend on our being awake, it is merely another aspect that answers the question of ‘what does it mean to be tired?’ For, one could only know that they were experiencing tiredness if they knew what it was like to be tired. In this sense, the property of what it’s like to be tired is an additional aspect of the identity of the property of being tired that was missing before, because there is more to tiredness than just its relationship to the property of being awake. Therefore, we can now introduce the qualia aspect into our diagram:

As demonstrated in the second chapter, if we remove the label from the property of being tired, then we are left in a position where the relationship between the properties is purely
structural and neither of them has an identity. But, consider the categorical aspect to the property of tiredness, namely, *what it’s like* to be tired, or the quale of the property of tiredness which is now giving identity to the property of tiredness. Our diagram after removing labels would look something like this:

![Diagram](image)

We know a part of the identity of tiredness based on what it’s like to be tired, and can go back and fill in the empty circles and restore identity to the properties in question, reverting to the diagram directly before this one. Therefore, we have solved the regress problem by demonstrating the existence of a categorical aspect of the property of tiredness.

What this conclusion now leaves us with is an understanding of properties as having both dispositional and categorical components to their identities. The dispositional component comes from the property’s relationship to other properties and its stimulus and manifestation conditions. The categorical component comes from the qualia or *what it’s like* aspect of a property that gives it an additional grounding for its identity. With the categorical aspect of a property, we can have a clear scientific understanding of the world around us, but also know that there are some non-physical factors that exist and give identities to properties.

This argument for the identity of properties only reinforces the fact that there is still much to discover about the world around us. We have learned so much through scientific study, but there is an aspect of our world that remains unknown, namely categorical

---
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properties and what they might be. While qualia are only one instance of such categorical properties that give identity and meaning to dispositional physical properties of our world, it still remains to be seen whether there are other instances of such properties that exist and whether we can ever know them at all.
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